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	NAME: Joridian
	DESCRIPTION: Joridians, from Jorindas IV located in the Beta Vertis system, have a human appearance. Their skin, hair, & eye-colors run the full spectrum of a human, although most seen off-world tend to have lighter coloring; blond hair, & very light blue eyes being the norm. They wear their hair long, with the males often sporting longer & more luxurious locks than the females. Their clothing is of a loose-fitting scanty, & comfortable style. They are, as a rule, in excellent physical condition & they are usually considered quite attractive. They are a race of humanoid telepaths who have developed an advanced culture based on philosophical inquiry. They do have a native language. Lifespan: 40 years.Names: They have elegant names with a gentle Latin feel to them. Some use a single name, & some a first & last name. Male Names: Bennu, Elian, Cardolas, VitilanFemale Names: Lianera, Brashiera, CiolanaSurnames: Baltaran, Violan
	ERA:  TOS era and beyond.
	Text Field 13: I think therefore I am. 
	Text Field 7: Insight +2, Presence -1, Reason +2.
	Text Field 8: Although they cannot physically speak – they are born mute – Joridians can communicate, even with those who have no telepathic ability, by projecting the thoughts of their words into a receptive mind. It is possible to actively block out their attempts to communicate in this way. They have Eidetic memories. They do have a knack for languages, & their telepathic abilities seems to function like a psionic universal translator.
	TALENTS: Joridian, or with GM's permission. Must take telepathy talent.
	TALENT NAME 1: Telepathy/Empathy [T12] [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: As / Betazoid talent. All Joridians are very powerful psionics. This ability inevitably evolved as a result of their natural lack of functioning vocal chords. In addition to their powerful Psionic abilities, they are naturally Empathic as well. They can communicate with any sentient being.
	TALENT NAME 2: Scholarly
	TALENT TEXT 2: To compensate for their relatively short lifespans, Joridians try to accumulate as much knowledge as possible. You add 1 additional focus at PC creation.
	TALENT NAME 3: Diplomatic
	TALENT TEXT 3: Despite their knack for diplomatic work, Joridians tend to suffer from their own isolationism in regard to basic social skills. They gain 1d20 when making rolls for Diplomacy, Negotiation, & Persuasion. During other Social Interactions/Conflicts, the difficulty is increased by 1.
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